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hat do finance, security and infrastructure have in common? They become
relevant and interesting for a critical analysis when looked at as constitutive
forces that co-create the reality to which they ostensibly relate only in a secondary
and derived manner. Far beyond serving the crediting and risk-absorbing function
that finance still is politically associated with, finance becomes visible as a relevant factor for political and cultural economy when acknowledging that finance, and
financial forms of knowledge, are involved in bringing about a reality that they then
seem to merely correspond to. Security, in its turn, seems to make sense only when
connected to questions like ‘whose security’, ‘security from what’, etc. Yet, security
can operate not only in an intransitive sense, having become a major value in itself
in contemporary societies that is little politically questioned, but also produces a
‘securitized’ reality. Finally, infrastructure – literally meaning a structure beneath
whatever kind of ‘real thing’ – has become a ‘real thing’ in and of itself, be it for
the self-imagination of modern western societies or for the creation of a sense of
urgency regarding the fragility and criticality of contemporary infrastructures of data,
mobility, energy, economic flows, etc. So, finance, security and infrastructure can be
seen as practices that become specifically generative of social, economic, political
and cultural structures precisely as they are held to merely serve those structures’
purposes. These notions become particularly noticeable when finance, security and
infrastructure intersect as practices and rationales, for example in the field of cyber
security, financial security and (urban) mobility.
To discuss these issues, hegemony seems to be a most promising theoretical candidate, as – for instance, in the reconstruction by Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau
– it combines a social theory of the constitution of the social with a political theory
of how that constitution is, notwithstanding strategies to naturalize it, contingent and
open to change. It is the aim of the workshop to broaden our understanding of how
hegemony and finance, security and infrastructure interrelate, not only in the realm of
linguistic discourse but also in that of materiality. The workshop seeks to open up the
package of ‘hegemony theory’ itself to critical scrutiny and to invite exchange with
other theoretical approaches (like, for instance, Actant Network Theory, STS-approaches, or other strands of discourse theory) in the generative fields of finance, security
and infrastructure.
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March 21st 2019
14:00 h

Welcome and introduction
Conceptual Remarks by Amina Nolte (JLU Gießen) and
Carola Westermeier (University of Amsterdam)

March 22nd 2019
10:00 h

Gideon Van Riet (North-West University): Risk, hegemonic re-articulation and
the dialectics of transition: Exploring the case of disaster risk reduction and
south africa’s democratization

Financial infrastructures – securing financial flows
Chair: Nina Boy (University of Warwick)

Andreas Folkers (JLU Gießen): Expectation infrastructures. Anticipating
uncertain futures at the interface of finance and climate politics

Joscha Wullweber (University of Kassel):
Securing flows: The shadow banking system, monetary politics and sovereign power

Break

Tobias Pforr (University of Warwick): Understanding money as infrastructure:
A holistic approach to thinking about the three prices of money and their
consequences
16:00 h

Coffee break

16:30 h

Challenging the hegemony of ‚normal flows‘
Chair: Carola Westermeier (University of Amsterdam)
Andrew Dwyer (University of Oxford/JLU Gießen):
Anomalous structures

19:00 h

Risk as hegemony
Chair: Sven Opitz (Philipps-University Marburg)

Chair: Thorsten Bonacker (Philipps-University Marburg)
Philipp Lottholz (SFB/Transregio 138 ‚Dynamics of Security‘): Conveyors of
hegemony? The political economy of community security actors, institutions
and infrastructures in Kyrgyzstan and beyond
12:30 h

Lunch

14:00 h

The value of (sovereign) safety?
Chair: Andreas Langenohl (JLU Gießen)

Esmé Bosma (University of Amsterdam):
De-scription of financial transaction monitoring by banks

Nina Boy (University of Warwick): The financial value of safety: exploring the
immaterial and material yield of security

Dinner at ‘Mamma Mia’ Bahnhofstraße 1, 35390 Gießen

Cecile Schultz (University of Witwatersrand): The geopolitical imagination of
homo œconomicus: spatializing sovereign credit risk
15:30 h

Coffee break

16:00 - 16:30 h

Concluding remarks by Andreas Langenohl (JLU Gießen)

